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Hunting Arrows

W

hen it comes to arrows for
traditional bows, I commonly run into the same set
of questions here in my store. Most of
the questions come from experienced
compound archers. However, I get a
lot of these questions from traditional
shooters as well, most of whom have
never had a source of knowledge to
help them out. Therefore, today I am
going to write about hunting arrow
considerations for traditional bows.
Within this article, I will try to answer
all of the most common questions that
I encounter. I still encourage anybody
reading this to reach out to us if I do not
address your specific questions.
I am going to write about arrow
spine, arrow materials, penetration factors/considerations, broadheads and
miscellaneous things that you might
not have thought about if this is your
first time selling or shooting traditional bows.
There are a lot of deeply-held
beliefs about all of the topics in this article. I have been around long enough to
know that there are a lot of great hunters with different opinions and they all
have results to back up their claims.
There shouldn’t be much in this article
that is hotly contested but I do want
readers to know up front that there are
a lot of opinions that differ from what
I am presenting. If you are interested,
there is plenty out there that you can
research on your own.

Penetration
Before we get started, when hunting with a traditional bow, “penetration” is the keyword. I am in the camp
that believes you must cause failure to
as many internal organs as possible to
kill an animal as quickly and humanely
as you can. When giving advice, I usually air on the side of penetration more
than anything else. Keep that in mind

when analyzing my recommendations.
The arrow does the actual killing.
Since we shoot such slower speeds in
the traditional world and since penetration is a huge factor in killing an animal quickly, I have framed a lot of this
article around enhancing penetration
with slower-flying arrows than most
readers are experienced with.
The most common penetrationenhancing factors that we deal with are
things like arrow flight, shaft diameter,
broadhead design, broadhead sharpness, arrow weight and the distribution
of weight along the arrow (weight forward or FOC: “front of center”).
Finding the correct arrow spine,
arrow length and point weight is of
utmost importance for the traditional
bowhunter (or any bowhunter). If
your arrow strikes the animal at any
angle other than perfectly straight, it
will greatly rob you of penetration.
You absolutely must ensure that your
arrows fly perfectly. We wrote about
tuning arrows in the September 2016
edition of ArrowTrade. Please refer to
that issue (available at arrowtrademag.
com and arrowtrademagazine.com) if
you want a primer on getting good
arrow flight with a traditional bow.
Traditional bows do not shoot the
blazing fast speeds that compounds
do. Since we are not attaining penetration through arrow speed, we must
do it through arrow mass and other
means. That is why you won’t hear
much talk about kinetic energy in traditional circles. Kinetic energy is found
by taking half of the mass multiplied
by the velocity squared. Arrow speed
is obviously highly weighted in that
formula and mass is not. Kinetic energy
numbers are pathetically small in traditional archery yet we get exit holes
on critters as big as elk and moose
regularly. Kinetic energy is not a reliable figure in evaluating penetration

in traditional archery simply because
it does not consider how much arrow
mass comes into play. If you are a
numbers nerd, then use momentum
instead. Momentum is found by multiplying mass by velocity. Momentum
should give you a much more accurate gauge but still a very incomplete picture.
Overall arrow weight is an absolute consideration when setting up a
hunting arrow with a traditional bow.
Of course, the bigger the animal is, the
more penetration is of concern, so an
elk arrow is usually set up heavier than
a whitetail arrow. It is quite common to
see whitetail arrows around 450 grains
and heavier and elk arrows starting
at 550 grains. My personal experience
and the experience of my customers
have led me to use those figures as a
kind of baseline when giving advice
and then adjust based on the shooter’s
equipment and preferences. I strongly
encourage folks to shoot the heaviest
arrow in which they can still tolerate
the trajectory. If a 650 grain arrow flies
fairly flat in your effective range, then
definitely shoot it. However, if it limits

On the left are a 100 grain point and a
100 grain VPA Broadhead: common items
in the compound world. At right are a 300
grain field point and a 300 grain Cutthroat
Broadhead, weights which are much more
common in the traditional world.
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All it takes to convert a glue-on Judo point
into a screw-in Judo point is a broadhead
adapter to make your wooden arrow accessories compatible with carbon arrows.

you from being effective at further distances and you cannot live with that,
then drop the weight down until you
are comfortable. Just understand that
the more mass there is, the better it is
for penetration.
A lot of bowhunters are starting to
use point weight to raise their overall
arrow weight. When you add weight to
the front of your arrow, you make it a
more stable missile. High FOC moves
the balance point closer to the tip of
the arrow, which gives the feathers a
longer leverage arm and helps stabilize
the flight of the arrow. The weight up
front also makes the arrow less prone
to changing directions, so if that arrow
deflects off a bone, that deflection will
have less of an impact on the arrow’s
penetration. You can read about
this in great length in Dr. Ed Ashby’s
research (Google it; several sites host
Dr. Ashby’s reports).
Broadhead design also has a large
effect on penetration. Traditional bowhunters usually use broadheads that
are a lot longer than those compound
hunters use. The longer broadhead
provides a smaller ratio of resistance
compared to the effort put into pushing it through an animal. In other
words, a longer broadhead has a higher
mechanical advantage and penetrates
more easily. It slices rather than chops.
Since traditional bows do not shoot
fast enough for the broadhead to cause
the arrow to plane (with well-tuned
arrows), there is absolutely no reason
to shoot an expandable broadhead
out of a traditional bow. Broadhead
structural integrity should play an
important role in choosing your head,

especially for large-boned animals.
Cut-on-contact tips and thick blades
are recommended.
Since there are too many arguments for two blade vs. three blade vs.
four blade and so forth, I won’t go into
them. However, it is important to realize that many if not most broadheads
marketed to traditional bowhunters do
not come “hunting sharp” out of the
package. Customers will have to finish
sharpening the broadheads on their
own. Shooting the sharpest broadhead
possible is an extremely important factor in your arrow setup. How adept
you or your customer is at sharpening
might factor into your choice of broadhead. Of course, you can always get
them from RMSGear, where we offer a
very reasonable sharpening rate.

Arrow Shafts
I get a ton of questions about shooting carbon arrows out of traditional
bows. They are a wonderful choice.
Aluminum and wood are still popular.
Contrary to a lot of talk I have heard,
tuning a carbon arrow is just as easy as
tuning a wooden arrow and just as easy
as tuning an aluminum arrow.
Here are some common considerations for traditional bowhunters.
When trying to hit a certain overall arrow weight, along with using a
specific point weight, you will need to
consider the arrow’s GPI before you
start tuning. If a customer wants to use
a 300 grain point but does not want
their overall arrow weight to be higher
than 600 grains, then obviously, we will
search for an arrow shaft that won’t
exceed 300 grains at the customer’s
given length. I have a chart handy with
columns for arrow specifications to figure this stuff out quickly.
Arrow diameter is also a consideration. The smaller the diameter is, the
less drag there is, which results in more
penetration. Most carbon arrows are
5/16 of an inch and smaller and many
traditional bowhunters have experienced an increase in penetration when
moving from wood arrows to carbon
arrows (all else being equal).
Since traditional bowhunters are
looking for heavier shafts, arrows like
the Carbon Express Heritage, Gold Tip
Traditional and Black Eagle Vintage
are popular choices. These arrows are

super durable, are heavy and pack a
wallop. Micro-diameter shafts are also
popular choices these days for their
penetration benefits.
Wood has always been a popular shaft choice and still is. There is a
lot of mystery behind wooden arrows,
though there need not be. They need
a little more precaution to make sure
they don’t bend. Otherwise, they are
arrow shafts just like any other. Properly
matched wooden arrows shoot phenomenally; don’t discount them just
because they are not modern. If you
choose to go the wooden arrow route,
try building them yourself. It is a great
reason to inundate yourself even further into something you love.

Broadheads
Broadhead choice is personal and
argued about way too much. I personally know many great bowhunters
who use either a two or three blade
broadhead and they all swear by them.
Can we honestly argue the results that
each of them has produced? The results
speak for themselves: both can and
do consistently produce humane kills.
For this reason, I feel good about selling a customer either a large three
bladed Snuffer or a narrow two bladed
Cutthroat depending on their needs.
For the purposes of this article, I have
chosen to discuss other variables that
are easier to measure and less contentious. Since I already mentioned broadhead length and shooting mechanicals
out of traditional bows, I will discuss
a few other considerations that traditional bowhunters are conscious of.
To maximize penetration as much
as possible, I often recommend customers choose chisel-tipped heads or
modify them if need be. If you have a
broadhead with a needle point, then
it is a smart idea to file it and make it
more chiseled so you don’t risk that tip
rolling over. I have seen many of these
tips roll over, even on soft deer ribs.
This is a total penetration dampener.
I also recommend stout heads with
thick blades. Any broadhead failure is
going to wreck your penetration and
seriously hurt your chances of recovering an animal. Why take a chance
on a broadhead that does not meet
harsh structural standards? It is the
broadhead, more than anything, that
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A three blade broadhead being sharpened with a bastard file (left) and finished with a
ceramic stick (right).

can turn your hunt from a success to
a bust. Shoot long, tough, thick and
heavy broadheads that will not bend
or break.
There are still a bunch of great
glue-on broadhead choices for wooden
arrows. However, that is not to say that
these broadheads cannot be used with
carbon arrows as well. All it takes is a
broadhead adapter and some hot-melt
glue to turn any of your old glue-on
heads into screw-in heads. This is also
an excellent way to create a heavier

broadhead when trying to increase
FOC.
Broadhead sharpening, as mentioned earlier, is an important part of
being a traditional bowhunter for most
of us. There are some excellent broadhead sharpening products on the market today. One of the most popular in
my store is the KME sharpener. These
sharpening aids make it easy for even
a novice to put a hair-popping edge on
just about anything.
Traditional bows mostly need

feathered arrows to fly properly as
opposed to vanes. Vanes are stiff and
tend to bounce off the shelf/plate of traditional bows and cause erratic arrow
flight. Hunters concerned with wet
conditions often use sprays or powders
to waterproof their feathers. An even
cooler way to waterproof your feathers
is to use wild turkey feathers from your
spring hunt or wild goose feathers from
your winter hunting. Wild birds have a
huge, visible oil line on their feathers
that naturally protects them from getting wet and laying flat. Commercially
processed turkey feathers do not have
this oil line and do not stand upright
after being soaked.
Traditional bowhunters also get
to enjoy another activity in the hunting woods that not many compound
shooters are brave enough to engage in:
all-day stump shooting. Roving around
camp in the middle of the day is a wonderful way to burn up some time and
have some fun. There are a few good
tip options for stump shooting and I
think it is a crying shame if you do not
have a stumping arrow in your quiver
while you are out hunting. I often start
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my treestand sits with a practice shot at
a leaf on the ground and when I am elk
hunting in the mountains, I always find
something to shoot at.

Conclusion
All in all, I do not think I have
shared much here that many bowhunters don’t already know, though I get
enough weird looks when people see
my 300 grain field points that maybe
most compounders do not know a
few of these super common practices
within traditional archery.
Most of the principles that go into
creating a good hunting arrow out of
a compound bow also apply to traditional archery. The main difference,
of course, is that the arrow is traveling much more slowly. Even at those
slow speeds, any traditional bowhunter should count on producing an
exit hole, unless, of course, a major
bone is struck. If you are not consistently achieving exit holes on big-game
animals with a traditional bow, consider a heavier broadhead or just a
heavier arrow.
When my brother was 15 years

old, I stood by his
side while he shot
his first big-game
animal: a Pope and
Young elk here in
Colorado. Dan was
shooting a less than
45 pound recurve
bow with a 600 grain
arrow and about
200 grains up front,
with a narrow two
blade single bevel
broadhead.
We Different stump shooting points, including a VPA SGT, a Zwickey
Judo, an Ace Hex Blunt, a Batemen Adder and a rubber blunt.
didn’t know anything about weight
forward back then; Dan was shoot- been incredibly effective hunting tools.
We have a flood of information
ing that much point weight because
his arrows were too stiff with anything and knowledge now that is available to
lighter. I don’t think Dan was shooting everybody. With a heavy, perfectly-flyeven 160 fps out of that bow. His arrow ing arrow and a super-sharp and wellcenterpunched ribs on both sides of made broadhead, even relatively lightthat big bull and still poked out the weight traditional bows are extremely
other side. It is hard to ask for much effective on North American animals.
We welcome feedback on the
more than that.
If you have ever been curious articles we have been doing for
about traditional archery but were ArrowTrade. You can reach us by email
apprehensive about the effectiveness, at tlc@rmsgear.com or through our
don’t be. Traditional bows have always website, rmsgear.com.
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